The Compumatrix Portal
Compumatrix created a portal for people to create a virtual
currency out of their online productivity, time, marketing
effort and money. It’s not an imaginary number. It’s a digital
(intangible) asset which now bears the properties or elements
found in bitcoin or bitshares.
The only thing that sets us apart from other cryptocurrencies
is the way we make the virtual currency available to other
people, by means of implementing a global, retail distribution
network by co-producing the virtual prepaid cards which
ensures profitability each step of the way. Profitability in
terms of owning the virtual currency or in local currencies
depending on which path each virtual currency owner takes:
Direct (P2P) or Online Sales.
Consequently, we produce and promote online entrepreneurship
which also helps our community provide an avenue for selfemployment as Independent Contractors tasked in the
proliferation of virtual currency. This is the Holy Grail to
achieve massive growth and adoption.
Distribution and Ownership of virtual currency is just the
start. The technologies we use are secure and advanced value
transfer models or networks which we can tap to solve several
other things including fintech-related problems.
With several angel investors, large companies and venture
capital firms vetting in this technology, one can only ask why
the little guy can’t be part of this revolution in his small
little way. There is a solution for those who doesn’t belong
in the top 1% to succeed through our system.
Acquiring COMPUCEEDS is not an “effortless” panacea for your
financial problems. What you have accomplished and acquired
over the time with us is well deserved. However, you have to
realize that COMPUCEEDS is valuable as it is and truly doesn’t

need an exchange. People buy COMPUCEEDS in exchange for their
own bitcoin, altcoins and local currencies in order for them
to benefit in our community, what we stand for and what we
plan today and in the future.

Traditional
and
Unconventional Ways to Earn
Bitcoins
The desire to earn bitcoins just soared up as the price went
past $500 on all major exchanges. And people around the world
are asking: How do I get started?
Bitcoin is totally taking the world via storm. Once upon a
time, we were just writing about a person from one continent
ordering a pizza for you with Bitcoins. Now, you can do
something like that in a number of major cities. With
increasing number of people and merchant accepting the
cryptocurrency with the same acceptance rate as their local
cash.
So, how do you earn bitcoins?
Mine it
The very first way to get your own Bitcoins was through
mining. In 2009, every block mined (every 10 minutes on
average) brought a reward of 50 BTC to the lucky one who
managed to solve the computational problem. Right now and till
2016, every block brings 25 BTC. While the reward is still
luring, there are some issues which stand in the way of
earning some loot:

The hashing difficulty has grown significantly over the last
years. No single equipment has enough computational power to
compete for Bitcoins.
Mining has gotten unprofitable.
In hope for some reward, people are forced to unite in
pools or use cloud mining services.
Even when the efforts are combined, there is still need
to pay for the electricity, and the utility bills often
exceed the mining reward.
All these factors make Bitcoin mining these days unprofitable.
This makes us move forward to the next strategy of earning
Bitcoins online.
Cloud Mining Companies are also around where you can purchase
contracts for you to start earning bitcoins. Genesis Mining
for example provides you a lifetime bitcoin mining contract
and you’d break even after a year or so based on their current
payments.
Work for it
If mining is not for you, you can search for work that you can
do for Bitcoins. There are multiple services that will offer
one an opportunity to work for cryptocurrency. You can find
something at Coinality or by just going to /r/Jobs4Bitcoins on
Reddit. Currently, you can earn Bitcoins online as a
freelancer mainly, but some Bitcoin startups and companies
like Overstock offer an option to get the regular payment in
BTC. With greater acceptance, there will be more options to
look for.
Barter
Another way to earn Bitcoins online is to sell something for
crypto. If you are keen on handmade, you can accept BTC on
your ETSY page, and if you are a merchant, you can use
register with one of the Bitcoin payment providers, such as

BitPay.
Gamble
If you are searching for a simple way to earn Bitcoins online,
you may try gambling. However, while it might seem to you as
easy money, gaming has a number of risks which need to be
taken into account. In the following article, we have outlined
for you some websites worth checking out when trying out your
luck: Bitcoin Gambling. We don’t guarantee that you win, which
is why we strongly recommend you to play only if you have some
initial capital to spend. On the other hand, who knows, maybe
you will get lucky and multiply your crypto.
Use some Faucets
We have already mentioned gambling and faucets in a recent
article. What you need to know about Bitcoin faucets is that
they allow you to get a small amount of cryptocurrency in
particular time spans. For example, on many Bitcoin dice
websites you can get 0.0001 BTC every 5 minutes. However, to
get a new portion of satoshis, you need to have a zero
balance. There are other options too where you can earn
‘Bitcoin dust’ for time spent on the website (for example,
when playing games). You cannot gain much here, but sometimes
it can be enough to get a feeling of owning some crypto.
Trade it
A good way to make an earning with Bitcoin and cryptocurrency
in general is to do it through trading. Sometimes, however,
Bitcoin trading can be very similar to gambling – high risks
are involved here too. In order to minimize them, you need to
learn a bit about trading. Just start with a little amount,
and when you feel more confident, you will be able to get to
bigger earnings.
You can also find all these strategies (except gambling) at
one place: The Compumatrix Portal.

In order to start earning bitcoins in Compumatrix, you would
need to buy the COMPUCEEDS digital asset or virtual currency
by either buying a virtual prepaid card from any of
Compumatrix member in your area (much like LocalBitcoins.com)
or you may find them online on their forum, fund your portal
account with bitcoins (Compumatrix also serves as a bitcoin
wallet) or use cash and/or other cryptocurrencies available at
the OpenLedger to buy COMPUCEEDS. If you don’t want to lay out
cash, then start with the faucets listed on your dashboard
with proceeds set to be sent to your Compumatrix Bitcoin
Address. You can even get started with nothing at all by
loaning any of the cards. The latter does require payment IF
you want to receive and spend your earnings. To learn more,
visit our forum by clicking here.
The Compumatrix program also turns you into a virtual prepaid
card distributor who earns by selling virtual prepaid cards
that you create using their system.

“Check cashing” was…
Friday, what can I say? It is a day of pressure or
anticipation for most. Last day of the week with goals yet
unfinished, a day of earning’s report or paycheck deposits in
the bank, do they still get called ” paycheck” because it is
not a ” check” but a transfer of virtual currency numbers into
a virtual bank? Still spendable, and visible, and efficient we
are told, but without a”paper soul.”
In my youth “Friday” night was ” banking and shopping night”
in the town I spent a lot of life in.
Dad and Mom worked hard, often to tired to be a parent to us
kids, struggling to keep us fed, clothed,and supplying other

necessities of life at that time.
But Friday was kind of a mini holiday for us kids. We would
get to hang with Dad on main street that bustled with traffic
and other people taking a ” Payday” mini-vacation on Friday
Night.
The ritual was simple, Dad would find a parking spot on “the
main” as close to the bank as possible. We had only had one
bank and often the owner/president would be out in front
greeting people, making lite cheerful chat as the citizens
strode past often making remarks about a getting a new car or
a loan was slid into the chat so easy people did not notice
the marketing behind his kind words; so he thought. He was a
master of deception.
Reaching for his wallet holding the paycheck, Dad entered the
bank with a look of determination on his face. This piece of
paper dictated the lifestyle of next week. He made a effort to
hang on to this proof of purpose until the last minute,
picking up a pen and with a flourish, signed his name taking
one last glance at the face of the ” Check” earned with ”
sweat on the brow” labor. He was a proud man, and this was his
hour, his day, to strut a little, claim the reward for a job
well-done.
With the check cashed, stepping out of the Granite Temple of
the town, Dad would always hesitate at the edge of the
sidewalk, ponder things, letting the feeling of a fat wallet
warm his perception of life he did not have on Thursday.
Holding on to the little pleasure derived from ” cashing” the
check, he would step of the curb with a spring in his step
stating, the phrase we waited for because we knew some of the
money would trickle down to us big eyed kids; “let’s go
shopping” was music to our ears. Like my Dads passing many
years ago, so has the ritual of “Friday check cashing” and all
the ritual of rewards passed into history. I am lucky if I
step into a bank once a month, some do not even have a
building, just “O’s and “1’s” on a phone. Virtual currency is

here to stay, pushing out the ritual of check cashing. Our
society has, for the most part, eliminated that ritual, but
the ritual of “earning” is still very much in the forefront of
financial survival. Earning a living is the foundation, but
that definition is changing also as the paradigm shift ripples
the present and meanders into the future. Virtual currency
is causing the ripples.

Potential
As I take in what Compumatrix can do for me in my life, I
wonder what it can do for others. As with anything, our
intention is so important.
Most people on this planet could use a flow of income simply
to support themselves with the basics. That’s a given. But
money is simply the catalyst.
What are the
Compumatrix?

possibilities

of

growing

a

business

in

Having the income to purchase the tools and services to
grow our dream.
Having the time to create and do what we love.
In meeting our own dream, we serve the world with it.
Being able to leave the “day job” at some point.
The ability to pay off debt.
The extra cash to share with others, to be more generous
with our gifts.
Compumatrix isn’t just about getting out of survival mode.
That’s just the beginning. It’s so much more!
We have unlimited potential.

I believe most humans love to help others. In this business,
we do it by helping others to start their own businesses in
Compumatrix, and/or we can help them as philanthropists…in
small or big ways. WE get to be the example, Be the Change.
It doesn’t get any better than this.
Compumatrix is a win.win.win that serves the World ♥

Tips for
business

Successful

home

Here are some general start-up tips for a fruitful home
business.
The primary tip is an expression of alert. It’s anything but
difficult to feel that in light of the fact that your home
business can sidestep the lease or development parts of
beginning a business, and the overhead expenses of outfitting,
upkeep, finishing, utilities etc, that you can skirt some
different procedures to. That state of mind, instead of
heading somebody not far off to a fruitful home business,
could prompt monetary business debacle.
An entrepreneurial soul and an incredible thought are
marvelous resources for a fruitful home business. Different
things are imperative as well, on the other hand.
Statistical surveying and cautious arranging are of principal
imperative to the accomplishment of a home business, as they
are for any business. A marketable strategy is an
unquestionable requirement. It must incorporate points of
interest on the items and administrations the firm will offer,

the sort of business supplies and the expense of it that will
be required in the impending five years. It ought to likewise
incorporate data on the opposition in the assigned business
sector region. This data ought to incorporate ways that the
new home business will be fruitful in contending – how it is
exceptional and how it is a change over what else is out there
in the same business.
A fruitful home business is one that is situated up as the
privilege lawful element. One of the first things new home
based ambitious people ought to do is take in the lawful
results and liabilities of the different business sorts, and
also the assessment outcomes of each. A home business may be
more effective as an association than sole proprietorship, for
instance, if extra income is required, or the ambitious person
is lacking in a significant home business aptitude, for
example, promoting, advertising or bookkeeping, for instance.
A bookkeeper can exhort on the different choices, for example,
constrained risk enterprises, S companies,
organizations, restricted associations etc.

standard

Unless a fruitful home business is going to incorporate stroll
in clients property holder’s or leaseholders protection ought
to give sufficient budgetary insurance against burglary or
regular catastrophe. Obviously, as gear and decorations are
added, the protection would need to increment. In the event
that customers were to go to the home office area, risk
protection would shield the firm from the monetary destroying
circumstance of client damage.
An effective home business is one that is decently arranged
and decently supported. There is no such thing as a lot of
preparation.

Grab your FREE Cryptoceeds eWallet,
Get
Verified
&
Receive $100 Sign-Up Bonus
Yes this is a Blog and a Blog with an Once-In-A-Life-Time
Opportunity to start your own online business with literally
NO INVESTMENT from your side. However if you can afford and
INVEST a SMALL AMOUNT of about $400, then you can move FAST in
this GREAT BUSINESS.
What is all this about. You must have heard about Virtual
Currencies/Crypto Currencies. Anyone that knows BitCoin will
know what Crypto Currency is. A few years back BitCoin was
available for the asking. Today you have to buy it in BITS (I
mean part of One single BitCoin with few dollars).
No Worry. There is another Crypto Currency which in the near
future is going to touch the level of BitCoin and may even
surpass it.
This New Revolution in Crypto Currency is Compuceeds
(Cryptoceeds) which is the proceeds of simple work done on
Compumatrix site.
The different components in this Business are:
Cryptoceeds e-Wallet where you store your Compuceeds which you
can later withdraw as Cash:
https://www.cryptoceeds.com/
The players ion this total business are;
Compumatrix Mining Blog where one can earn Compuceeds by doing
simple things:
http://www.compumatrix.ph/?mref=santoshkl

Compumatrix Portal where you can increase your Compuceeds and
also convert your Compuceeds into Cash:
https://www.compumatrix.co/signup/
Compumatrix Forum, where you can get all updates and can
exchange your ideas with other Members:
http://forum.compumatrix.co/index.php?action=register
So to start with one should have Compuceeds in Compuceeds eWallet.
Here comes this Golden Once-In-A-Life-Time Opportunity to get
$100 Sign-Up Bonus if you Sign-Up before 31st Marc h, 2015.
You will receive this $100 deposited into your Cryptoceeds eWallet soon after you verify your account. Along with this you
have to sign-up and get verified in all other 3 sites above.
Once this is completed, you can start your Own business, but I
suggest that you add $400 to the $100 Sign-Up Bonus you got
and start your Own Business.
Once you enter Compumatrix Mining Blog, you will see many
Blogs by Henry James and other writers, the methods and
procedures to proceed in this Business.
Wait no longer. Sign-Up Cryptoceeds e-Wallet Account by going
here:
https://www.cryptoceeds.com/
Please write “santoshkl” at Referrer.

